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i downloaded hd loader and extracted the hdloader folder and the games folder, but the
games don't show up when i try to play them. when i try to extract the games, it says that

it can't read the file. i used winrar to extract them. can you please help me? thanks
update: freedvdboot is currently available for all models of playstation 2 consoles

(including slim), as well as the ps2 dvd drive, and has been tested on five different models:
[url] playstation 2 model list [url] playstation 2 game list #382 - posted by (24.50.19*.*)
2006-06-16 23:57:44 i just bought a maxtor diamond max 9 80gb because it was on the

list. it came in the mail today and the back of the drive wont go into the ethernet thing for
the playstation. do i need to buy like an adapter for the hard drive to make it into where

the big part on the ethernet thing for the playstaion go in or whatplease help i really want
this hard drive in there.thanks update: playstation developer wiki is now hosting a

compatibility list/page dedicated to freedvdboot and it seems like, at the time of this
writing, most slim models are supported. just make sure to check your dvd drive version

(boot the console with no disc inserted and press triangle) and then download the
appropriate.iso file from ctruts github repository. #382 - posted by (24.50.19*.*)

2006-06-16 23:57:44 i just bought a maxtor diamond max 9 80gb because it was on the
list. it came in the mail today and the back of the drive wont go into the ethernet thing for

the playstation.
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#6 - posted by Jumpin (2.103.110*.*) 2004-05-27 18:18:26 I have a
brother's PS2-jet Black and I have been wondering how to play SEGA
games on it. I can't find a cheap disc or how to get one. My friend's

brother put in a SEGA game on his Black before the system came out. I
remember him playing it everytime he got it hooked to a TV. Does anyone

know how to get the games on a black or play it on one? Thanks #24 -
posted by No name (64.94.89*.*) 2004-05-14 15:55:23 I have a 52" CRT
and I was wondering if I can get SEGA games to play on it. I have a PS2
but I have no CD or HD-Loader. Any ideas? #26 - posted by No name

(66.122.24*.*) 2004-05-14 15:49:54 I have a 52" CRT and I was
wondering if I can get SEGA games to play on it. I have a PS2 but I have

no CD or HD-Loader. Any ideas? #21 - posted by ? (42.22.176*.*)
2004-04-29 21:45:22 I'm trying to play some SEGA on my brother's PS2. I

own a Tiger World wide network online, but I don't know where to get
discs. Does anyone know where to get them, or what discs to get?

Thanks. #23 - posted by ? (44.170.193*.*) 2004-04-29 22:30:01 I am
trying to play some SEGA on my brother's PS2. I own a Tiger World wide
network online, but I don't know where to get discs. Does anyone know

where to get them, or what discs to get? 5ec8ef588b
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